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for an independent chairman with legal qualifications who sits with
representatives selected from panels drawn from employers and
employed persons respectively. In at least one case, the furnished
rents tribunal, no qualifications are prescribed and the Minister of
Housing and Local Government has complete freedom of choice. „.'
Tfiere is in England no scientific system of administrative tribunals,
for the simple reason that, like all our institutions, they have been
evolved piecemeal to solve an urgent problem rather than in pursu-
ance of a blue-print system. Suggestions for a system of administra-
tive courts have twice been rejected by authoritative committees.1
There are those who advocate the establishment of an Administrative
Division of the High Court for the redress of grievances arising out of
administration. If it is intended to limit jurisdiction to points of law,
this proposal is merely an extension of what happens already in e.g.
la^jmgeals, which lie to the Judges of the Chancery Division who
Skethe revenue cases. If it means that the High Court is to review
the decisions of administrators on merits, irrespective of a point of
law, it has already been pointed out that there are limits to the
functional capacity of the judicial machine, if its independence is to
to be preserved. The merits and demerits of special tribunals can
better be appreciated after some consideration of the various types of
tribunal that have been established.
The Special Commissioners of Income Tax hear appeals on Special Corn-
income-tax matters from the rulings of inland revenue officials. ^^ion^? °?
They are a body of whole-time oflBcials appointed by the Treasury (judicial) **
and hold office during pleasure. The Commissioners can be required
to state a case for the opinion of the High Court on a point of
law. Of this body the Committee on Ministerial Powers stated: 2
/'By common consent this tribunal gives general satisfaction by its
impartiality, in spite of the fact that its members are not only
appointed by the Treasury, but may, when not performing judicial
duties, actually act as administrative officials. All we can say about
it is that it is a standing tribute to the fair-mindedness of the British
Civil Service; but the precedent is not one which Parliament should
copy in other branches of administration."
The Transport Tribunal has jurisdiction over the fares and rates Transport
charged" by" the Transport Commission and determines important
questions of policy relating to the carriage of passengers and mer- twe)
chandise. The Tribunal consists of three members appointed on the
oint recommendation of the Lord Chancellor, the President of the
1	The Committee on Ministers* Powers and the Departmental Committee on
the Imposition of Penalties by Marketing Boards and other Similar Bodies (p. 54,
ante).
2	M.P.R., pp. 86-7. The Committee on Ministers' Powers regarded the Com-
missioners as a specialised court, but they are more properly regarded as an
administrative tribunal; see Jackson, op. dr., p. 295.

